Building a War Bonnet
So when I joined tribe, I already had ambitions of becoming a Warrior and Warrior with Coup. From being a
third generation member, I already had a little bit of prior knowledge on the ranks of Tribe and I knew what it
entailed. I knew that when I became a Warrior, I would get to build my own war bonnet. What I didn’t know was
how time consuming and tedious the process would be. If it wasn’t for the wisdom and guidance of Jerry Smith, my
bonnet wouldn’t nearly be what it is today.
I remember first mentioning to him that I wanted to build a bonnet and right then he was already telling me what
would be required of me and he told me to start researching certain styles that interested me. But before anything
would start to come together, I was told that I would need to bead my own brow band. Let me tell you, I give a lot
of credit to people who do a lot of lazy stitch beadwork because believe me, it was not the easiest thing in the world.
It took me about a month to finish beading my brow band with the design I chose. Once I finally finished that, I was
pretty stoked but little did I know that that was one of the easiest parts.
After that was the assembling of every single feather. Now there are about five things to do to a feather to be bonnet
ready. Now imagine doing that 35 times! I would work for about 6 hours a day and it still took me about another
month of work with all of my feathers. Plus, I wanted to make sure that I kept my feathers looking pristine during
the process because I wanted my bonnet to be the nicest one.
Finally, after all of the feathers were completed, I got together with jerry and began the finally process of putting all
of my hard work together. We had to measure my head for the skull cap and then measure out each spot that the
feather would be placed. Now came the easy part of putting it all together. I can’t even describe how amazing it
looked when it came together. I have received so many compliments on my bonnet and all of the hard work I put
into it. I plan to take very good care of it so that I can still wear it when I’m the one helping out a young Warrior
beginning his bonnet process.
Justin Smith

War Bonnet
So when I joined Tribe, I already had ambitions of becoming a Warrior
and Warrior with Coup. From being a third generation Tribesman, I already had a little bit of prior knowledge on the ranks of Tribe and I knew
what it entailed. I knew that when I became a Warrior, I would get to
build my own war bonnet. What I didn’t know was how time consuming
and tedious the process would be. If it wasn’t for the wisdom and guidance of Jerry Smith, my bonnet wouldn’t nearly be what it is today. I remember first mentioning to him that I wanted to build a bonnet and right
then he was already telling me what would be required of me and he told
me to start researching certain styles that interested me.
But before anything would start to come together, I was told that I
would need to bead my own brow band. Let me tell you, I give a lot of
credit to people who do a lot of lazy stitch because, believe me, it was not
the easiest thing in the world. It took me about a month to finish beading
my brow band with the design I chose. Once I finally finished that, I was
pretty stoked, but little did I know that that was one of the easiest parts.
After that was the assembling of every single feather. Now, there are about five things to do to a feather to be bonnetready. Now imagine doing that 35 times! I would work for about 6 hours a day and it still took me about another month of
work with all of my feathers. Plus, I wanted to make sure that I kept my feathers looking pristine during the process because I
wanted my bonnet to be the nicest one. Finally, after all of the feathers were completed, I got together with Jerry and began
the finally process of putting all of my hard work together. We had to measure my head for the skull cap and then measure
out each spot that the feather would be placed. Now came the easy part of putting it all together. I can’t even describe how
amazing it looked when it came together. I have received so many compliments on my bonnet and all of the hard work I put
into it. I plan to take very good care of it so that I can still wear it when I’m the one helping out a young warrior beginning his
bonnet process.
Justin Smith
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GENERAL COMMENTS
We have prepared specially this article
using substitute rnaterials. By exercising
extrerne care and patience it is possible
to create a fine reproduction of the real
thing and a craft article you can display

with pride.

MATERIALS NEEDED
37 Large irnitation
18 rights
One

eagle:

18

leftS,

1 center,

felt hat crown

Red wool (one 36" yard)

Linen thread and beeswax
Doweling (3-L12 yds, l/8" dia)
One

rabbit skin (futl Pelt, white)

One turkey spike

Base

fluff (II5)

Tip fluff

(37)

FEATHERWORK
P1ains Indians used eagle, hawk and owl
feathers for their various costurne pieces
because these were the birds rnost corrrrnon on the Great Plains of Arnerica. The
Indians had rnany reasons why they used
each type of feather in each piece of their

BONNET

clothing. They respected the eagle for his
great strength, the hawk for his hunting
abilities, and the owl for his knowledge of
the night. Add to this the fact that when a
rnan wanted to rnake a new article for his
dance or cerernonial outfit he had to hunt
the birds hirnself . This was a long and
sornetirnes difficult task, and when he got
his feathers for each piece he treated thern
with care and respect that all his effort
warranted.

Because there are laws restricting the use
of rnigratory birds , including the eagle,
hawk and owl , we rnust use substitutesl
feathers that look like and have the necessary dirnensions, colors and apPearance
of the feathers used on the Plains years
ago.

For this bonnet we are using the turkey
feathers available from Indian craft stores
and rnail order houses. These turkey feathers corne in differer,t sizes so that they
are easily shaped to resernble the real
thing. They are also relatively inexpensive when cornpared to the toil of the
Indian in acquiring his feathers through the
hunt, and the cost of eagle feathers when
they were on the rnarket.

for the bonnet is the irnitation eagle, black and white. These are
The basic feather

turkey wing feathers that have been bleached white and then the tips dyed black or
b rown. Fine quality irnitation eagle feathers cost frorn l5d to 75( each.

The instructions in this book wiII ask you
to assernble a nurnber of "lefts'r and
"rightsrt feathers in the construction of
each piece. It is very easy to deterrnine
which feather is a left and which is a right
by placing each feather on a table in front
of you with the rrfacerr side up. The face
of a feather is the side that is shiniest.

Here we will show you a diagrarn of a
feather with the rnarkings and narnes:
qulIt

WOOL PATCH
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EASE FLUFF

TIP FLUFF

When you place the feather on the table
face up, 1rou will notice that it is curved
either to the right or to the left, and that
the vein with the thinner width is opposlte
the curve. When ordering your feathers
frorn the store or supply house, be sure
to specify the exact arnount of lefts and
rights that you need. A11 the instructions
ln this book wtll tell exactly how rnany
you need for each article.

STRAIGHTENING THE FEATHERS
When you rnake an article of craftwork
using feathers, it is necessary to straighten each feather so that it wiII fit into its
proPer place and be ready for cutting.
All of the feathers used in the instructions
in this book have been straightened.

Straightening a feather is easy to do and
all you need is an ordinary coffee or tea
pot. Fill the pot about halfway up with
water and bring the water to a high rolling
boil. This will produce a great deal of

HoId the feather straight down over the
stearn with one hand on the base of the quill
and the other hand on the tip. Now bend the
feather in the opposite direction of its
natural curve and hold it until you feel the
quill loosen and relax. Take the feather
away frorn the stearn and allow it to cool ,
holding it so that the quill forrns a straight
line. Be very gentle with the feather as
you work it. You will probably have to
straighten each feather ryIore than once,
but it is essential to have straight feathers
as a good foundation for your craftwork.
Practice on your feathers until you know
how to straighten each one easily. You
won't hurt your feathers by repeating thls
process because these feathers are very
durable if treated gently.
CUTTING FEATHERS
When working with turkey feathers it is
necessary to cut each of the feathers
according to the instructions given. This
is of the utrnost irnportance because when
you cut a turkey feather, you change it
frorn a poor irnitation to a very good
repllca of the rnaterials used by the Indias
of the Plains.

Be patient and use as rrlany craft secrets
as you can to rnake it right. Cutting your
feathers is one of the rnost irnportant
secrets. If you follow the instructions
carefully, 1rou should be pleased with
the finished article.

Lay out all straightened feathers in a line.
Select the one with the shortest arnount of
black on it.
Cut the tip so that there is about 3 inches
of black left after cutting off the flirnsy
part of the tip

m

stearn corning out of the spout, and you

will use this stearn to rrrelaxtr the feather
quill so that you can shape the feather into
a straight line.
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Use this feather as the exarnple and cut the
lips of all feathers for the bonnet.

Select the strongest and widest feather for
the center feather.

Cut soft leather strips 4-Il4r I long and If 4"
wide.
Glue leather strips to base feathers to forrn
Ioops (Fig s).
/--

a

-

Tie off loops with cotton string (Fig

Cut all feathers to look like eagle tail feathers (photo r ). The center feather is to
be cut with equal vein on both sides and
with a rn.ore pointed tiP.

r

FIG5

Cut all white large (base) fluffs 3-Lf Z" ivt
length. Strip of.f. Il4" at the base (Fig s ).

FEATHER PREPARATION

Dye or use pre-dyed srnall fluffs (37). Cut
each fluff so that tt ts Z-Lf/," long. Do not
strip off any frorn bottorn (Fig o ) .

FIG I
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A1l feathers rnust be 14" long. Since turkey feathers are shorter than eagle, it will
be necessary to lengthen the feather for
the bonnet. To do this, first clip off the
quill at the bottorn about 12 " frorn the tip
(Fig r ). Then sharpen a piece of doweling,
put glue on sharpened end, and shove it into
the quill . Now rrleasure frorn the top of
feather to the dowel and cut the dowel at
14" (Fig z ).
\

\
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Glue two pre-cut base fluffs to feathers
Glue first fluff at both base and rniddle.
Glue second fluff at base only (Fig z ).

GIue one fluff on the reverse or back of
feather.
Glue one fluff to tip of feather on face side
about 1/4,' frorn end.

Next, cut patches of red wool Z-IlZrr by
L-LlZ rr for the base of the feathers.

I

'W-rap

\

red wool around base of feather leaving leather loop exposed. The end of the
wool rnust be in back of feather.

-

Lea\t e.r
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\FIG 3

G lue

Tie wool patch on with two pieces of string
about 24" long. This white string gives
the finished look to the feathers (Fig e ).

For the final touch on each feather, cut a
fur spot to be placed over the fluff at the
tip. Use rabbit fur and trirn the hair short
so that it resernbles errnine that was used
in the old days. Cut fur like this:

The average rnanrs felt hat has a pointed
crown. Push out the crown so that itrs
rounded. The back of your cap will be
where the point was in the crown.

]W
PHOTO

Cut rabbit fur in squares 3f4" x lrr. Then
r-rirn into an oval (Fig r ).
t'\
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to have enough patience and to rnake sure
you have enough slits for each feather. The
slits in front are 1-3 f 4" frorn the bottorn of
1he hat, and in back are I f 4" f.rorn tt,e
bottorn (photos).
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Mark slits in the crownLl4" wide and
spaced frorn If 4rt to Lf 7" intervals. This
is the hard part about rnaking your bonnet:

I
I

I

FIG

Cut the slits with a razor blade or an
-acto knife .

X
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A Lazy stitch beadwork browband rnust be
1l't x I-L12". There are rrlany browband
designs given in the rrBonnet Hintsrr section
of this is sue.

PHOTO

PHOTO

2

The prepared feather should look
and Photo z .

like Fig to

CAP

Find an old felt hat that is rnuch bigger than
the s ize that you norrnally wear. You rnust
be able to put your ears into it when you
wear your bonnet. You rnust be able to put
two fingers between the hat and your head
at all tirnes .
Cut the brirn off the lnat at the point where
irat and brirn connect.

1

Pin on the bead strip with straight pins,
rnaking sure the bottorn of the beadstrip is
exactly even with the bottorn of the felt
crown. To take sure the beadstrip lies
evenly on the crown, sew frorn the rniddle
of the beadstrip to the edges, Sew first the
left side, then the right side. When the
felt hat is ready for the feathers it should
look like Photo r
BASE THONG
Cut a leather thong 36tt long xLl4" wide.

Lie all rights out on table. Select the
widest and put on one end of line. Put
skinniest feathers on opposite end of line;
the widest will be put in the front; the
thinnest in back. Do the sarne for the

left

side

.

6

Space the feathers about Z-1'lZ" apart

rneasuring frorn top of the feather to the

quill.

Starting with the center feather, put the
thong through the loop in the base of the
feather, then through the slits in the hat'
Do this withall the feathers on the Ieft
side. Do not pull the base thong tight but
allow feathers enough slack in the thong'
Then string the right side. Be careful
when you are doing thi-s so you wonrt
darnage the feathers .

f:].:

BRIDAL STRING
Make a pencil rnark on the quill on the
back side of the prepared feathers. This
is the bridal rnark. Indian bonnets norrnally had the bridal thong string about
3" frorn the end of loop so the base fluff
would hide the string. If you're rnaking
your first bonnetr ]o11 rnight consider
placing the bridal at Brr above the loop to
avoid pulling the fluff through the qui}l.

Flip the feathers over the crown and tie the
brid.al strings together at the last feathers.

MAJOR PLUME
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together, starting with the
center feather and sew the left side frorn
front to back. Make sure not to get the
flu{f caught in the hole. Make sure the
thin vein or forward edge of each feather
overlaps the wide vein of the last feather
sewn. Knot string on center feather. Let
excess string hang loose on last feather;
it wilt be used to tie last feathers together

Sew feathers

7

Do sarne for right side of bonnet, starting
with center featheT agaLr:.

Cut one turkey wing spike 16" long'
not straighten this feather; leave it in its
natural curve.
Do

Strip off all of the vein frorn feather'
Cut a leather strip 6" long for loop for
end of rnajor plurne feather the sarne way
as for bonnet feathers.
Cut four fluffs 5!' long (straighten, cut off
tips) . StriP L f 4" vein off at base .

Glue and tie on the fluffs to the tip of the
stripped quill '
Wrap any color of ribbon the length of the
quill covering the tied-on fluffs and the

,l

leather loop and its string wrappings at
the base. Leave Ll4tt of the end of the
loop unwrapped. (Put glue aIL along the
quill before wrapping. )

FINI SHING TOUCHES

p:.r,'

Wrap 3 f 4rt of string at the start and finish
of the ribbon.
SIDE DROPS
Cut rabbit fur into six strips about 15"
long and about I" wide. Trirn the fur
down s o that it looks like errnine fur .
Round the end. Paint the back (skin side)
of the strips red, yellow orange with a
marking pen. (Lay out white rabbit pelt
as in Photo before cutting. )

Attach three fur and ribbon drops to each
side of the bonnet in the holes rnade next
to the browband.

Cut 6 lengths of ribbon or wool cloth for'
bonnet drops. These ribbons can be of
any color. Fork the ends that will hang
loos

e

Strip 6 irnitation eagle or cinnarnon feathers.
Strip the vein cornpletely off . Tie veins
onto base of rnajor plurne.

.

Cut six leather loops 4" Iong and about
l/8" wide.

Poke two holes in the top of the crown for
the major plurne.

Tie one rabbit, one ribbon and one loop
togethe r

PHOTO 5

Cut red patches the sarne as for feather
bases and wrap around looP and upper end
of drops. The fur drops should Iook like
Photo s .

Tie on rnajor plurne to top of hat in the two
holes you punched.

g

/\ ne of the rnost popular iterns of Indian
\-/dt"ss is the war bonnet. This headdress so unique to the Arnerican Indian,
with its flare of eagle feathers, quilled or
beaded headband and errnine drops, r€rninds us of the exciting Past.

The bonnet didnrt spring full-b1own into the
forrn we see today, but evolved slowly
through Frany phases . It is irnportant to
trace its history in order to obtain a better understanding of its use and traditions

Headdresses of eagle feathers stuck in
headbands were reported by travelers in
the late l?00's arnong the tribes of the
upper Missouri River,

Frorn their sirnple headdresses carne a
more elaborate style in which the feathers
were either sewn on a stiff headband, or
the headband was folded over and the feathers stuck into holes, thus forcing thern
to stand upright and rigid. Decorations of
errnine and srnall feathers were added,
and the straight-up bonnet was forrned.
These bonnets were the forerunners of the
rnore sophisticated straight-up bonnets
that becarne sacred to the Blackfeet.
\Mith the addition of a soft buckskin cap and
by f orrning a loop out of the feather quill i ,',i,,
to attach the feather (see craft article on
a pre-1850 flare bonnet, PaBe ll ), the fea- 1,
thers were allowed rnore freedorn to rnove
and the nflare'r bonnet was produced
l

,

li.l::.,
"iilll'1'l"

such as touching an enerny without being
hurt, taking an enemyrs weapon, killing
or scalping an enerny, etc. FIe was allowed to wear certain adornrnents, including
eagle feathers. The bonnet was an excellent way to show these coup feathers'
IHIS PAGE COUiTESY
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warrior carried his bonnet in a long
tubular bag on a war party, but it was not
necessarily worn during the battle. It

but evidence tends to show that less irnportance was placed on their bonnets than the
bonnet of the Northern and Central Plains
tribe s .

to dress hirnself properly in his war
clothes before the conflict began. If he
did wear his bonnet it was considered a
very brave action because it rnade hirn
conspicuous.

The Ponca, Pawnee, Oto, lowa, Sauk &
Fox, Missouri and Osage tribes adopted
bonnets in the late I800's and early I900rs,
but the fur turbans and roaches rernained
their rnost cofirrnon headdress.

Arnong the Ornahas , a rnan could not pur chase or rnake a war bonnet for hirnself;
it was rnade by his fellow warriors, thus
showing their consent for hirn to have
that honor. The prospective owner had
to collect the rnaterials, then give a feast
for his friends while they assernbled the
bonnet. As each feather was fastened to
the hat, the owner had to tell the war

The sacred straight-up bonnet of the BIad<feet was gradually rePlaced in that tribe
by the flare bonnet in the early part of the

A

depended upon the individual's fighting
methods and whether or not he had tirne

1900rs.

As it becarne rnore popular in recent
tirnes for Indians to take part in parades,
shows, rodeo and other public gatherings,
the bonnet spread to aknost all of the
tribes as a "typically" Indian piece of costurning. With the current r'estrictions on
eagle feathers, black and white dyed turkey feathers have becorne a substitute
rnaterial for constructing war bonnets.

exploit that entitled hirn to wear it.

The flare bonnet was very popular among
the Crow and Sior-rx in the 1B30rs, and it
was seen arnong the Ornaha in lB5l. The
Sioux and Crow traded bonnets to the PIateau tribes for green pipesterns and other
iterns.

References consulted for the foregoing
hlstorical sketch were Brand Book, Vol 4
no. 3 and VoI 6 no. 2, pffiITdG[T-y The

English'Westerneisr Society, and the 27th
Annual Report of the Bureau of Arnerican
Ethnology (subject: The Ornaha).

The Kiowas, Cornrnanches and other
Southern Plains tribes also had bonnets,
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5. O'Nei1 Photo
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6. Denver Public
Library Western
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7. As above (#6) (nea
Cloud)
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stitches. Frorn rrly research, 28 to 3L
golden eagle tail feathers, dark (rnature)
or the rnore favored black and white (irnmature), were used on the Sioux bonnets.

-r,;"
+

FIG

2

PHOTO
PHOTO I

/Tt fr. construction of a war bonnet in the
I p""-I850 period requires rnuch researdr,
skill and expense. I will deal rnainly with
the construction of a Sioux flare bonnet
dated at 1850. Rernernber an old cliche:
Practice rnakes perfect. Before cutting
any quills, sewing any buckskin of whatever, practice on inexpensive rnaterials.
Make this a cornrrron proced.ure.

PHOTO

2

The base of the bonnet is rnade up of four
or five triangles of buckskin (see photo z ) .
(Note: We have rnade a hat using four
triangles rneasuring 5-IlZ rr at the base, and
7-Il2r' high for this article ((see photo z )).
To rnake a hat for yourself rneasure the
circumJerence of your head, add one inch
and divide by the nurnber of triangles you
want to use. ) Only the loop stitch, not the
baseball stitch, is used on any of the sewing. I have never heard of the baseball
stitch being used on any old-time work.

FIG

I

Fig. t explains the sewing technique so
the finished side doe snrt show any of the

3

The quill loop technique is used for attachrnent of the feathers to the cap (Fig z &
photo e ). The distance which each feather
is spaced on the skullcap varies with the
nurnber of feathers and the sLze of t]l.e
skullcap. Space feathers so they hang
like those in photo I
Dyed pale yellow horsehair was placed on
the tips of each feather. Red was found on
a few bonnets, but yellow was rnore widely
used. (Note that too large a cluster of
horsehair weighs down the tips and appears
unattractive . ) The hor s ehair was attached
with a glue cornposed of gypsurn and water.
Pure gyPsurn rnust be used or it will not
forrn a good paste. Caution: If you plan to
rnake your own gypsurn glue, be sure to
experirnent until you get a glue that is
long-lasting.

A tiny piece of errnine, usually shaped as
a triangle, rnay be placed over the glued
hair. I have not yet deterrnined if the
errnine triangles served as sorrle irnportance.

One eagle fluff rnay be placed at t}re base of
each feather. The older bonnets usually
did not rnake use of these fluffs.

The base of the quills is wrapped with red
cloth. A bright red cheapens the Iook.

Usually the old red tradecloth was used.
The height of the cloth varies slightly,
::nainly with the construction of the base of
l;he quills. Two to Z-Lf Z" ts average, but
ilot rnuch longer (Fig I ). Two rnethods of
wrapping the cloth around the quill and fluff
are available: (1) two rows of sinew bands,
or (2) stitching with the stitches toward the
back. Again, only the loop stitch is used

Fig s ).

FIG 5

The browband can be quilled or beaded. If
quilled, yellow, red and black (dark brown)
were the three cornrnon colors. I have seeil
lTrore beaded bands than quilled. The
sirnplest designs were used. Fig s shows
the design rnost cornrnonly used. If qui-lled
or beaded, the work appears to be done
directly on the skullcap. In beading, two
rows of Iazy stitch are used. Otly Pony
beads appear on the older bonnets.
Rernernber, usually only white and blue
pony beads were used.

In certain instances' a piece of bearskin
was sewn to the lower end of each thong
to give each drop the appearance of having'
a tail. This wasnrt always done as far as
I have been able to deterrnine.
The tops of the drops were very seldorn
wrapped with cloth in this period. The
older bonnets in rnuseulrls show the drops
not wrapped.

On top of the cap, about an inch frorn the
center toward the front' one eagle wing

tip quill was attached for the rnajor plurne'
The feather was stripped except for the
Iast 2-3 inches. The last part was split
down the rniddle of the quill (Fig o ).
Stripped hawk feathers were tied to the tip
for rnore fullness.

Errnine drops hung on both sides just in
front of the ears. When rnaking these drops,
cut the errnine skins into strips, cutting
first down the rniddle of the stornach. Then
lay the skin out flat. Strips should be
approxirnately !f ?,tt wLde. Itts not neces sary to rneasure, just guess as this was
ihe rnethod used by the Indians of this
period. Continue cutting the strips frorn
the rniddle to the outside edges until the
skin is cornpletely cut.
There will usually be two strips which will
include the front arrns of the anirnal .
These arrns are sornetirnes an inch or two
long. They rnust be turned inside-out and
stitched closed where they begin to extend
frorn the body so that they will be sewn up
inside the drop and will not show. Then
sew the strips closed using the whip stitch.

After each two stitches, using a needle,
pull out the hair which is caught under the
stitches. This prevents the stitches frorn
being seen and gives a very professional
apPearance.

PHOTO 4

FIG

7

Clusters of stripped feathers are used to
cover the back of the skullcap. A feather
Z-3 tnches long was used and part of the
quill cut out (Fig z ). When stripping
feathers, a srnall portion of the quill is
left which will curl naturally. This is very
effective. Fifteen to ZO strips are attached to one base quill to be effective, so that
in tirne these clusters rernain together.

l2

Owl, hawk and eagle secondaries are very
good to use. Rernernber to use feathers
only frorn the area frorn which the bonnet
will corne.
The prepared feathers were attached to
the hat in the sarne way as described in
the turkey bonnet lpage 7 ).

The bridal string that gave the bonnet its
shape and separated the feathers was a
soft buckskin thong. A hole was punched
in the quitl with an awl at the back of the
feather about Z-I12 'r above the cloth wrapping. Then the buckskin thong was cut to
a point and passed through the hole in the
quill. The bridal string will therefore
swell in the hole and the feathers will not

slide.

In older bonnets of different areas, there
were rnany variations. This is why rnuch
research rnust be done when setting a
date and constructing an article to that
date.
Rernernber that a fLare bonnet is worn at
an angle sloping back, not with the browband hanging over the eYebrows.
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Ribbons, errnine skins and tubes, feathers
and large fluff can be used in many variations for the side drops. Rernernber that
beaded rnedallions are a rnodern trait and
are not shown on older types of bonnets.
Sorne old bonnets have ribbons hanging
frorn the ends of the browband all the way
around the back.
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HINTS
There are several ways to decorate the
feathers in the bonnet. By studying the
photos in the rest of this issue you will
see the variety that is cornrnon among
bonnet rnakers.
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To achieve the effect shown in this photo,
first glue the horse hair on the feathers and
al1ow to dry; then glue one small fluff
directly on the hair where the hair rneets
the feather tip. Then wrap the base of
the fluff with a single strand of the hair or
a piece of colored thread. Now glue on
the errnine patch and the feather tip is
finished.

l5

Another place to change your leather decoration is on the wool patch or 'lfirecrackerrt
at the base of the feather. Many older
type bonnets show no string decoration at
all , especially arnong the Sioux. In recent
years the Blackfeet have been doing very
fancy threadwork on their firecrackers
forrning spirals and criss -crosses .

is the use
of quill strips running the length of the
feathers. This was not as cornrnon in
flare style bonnet as it was in the straight
up type.
One noted addition to a bonnet
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On rnost bonnets the buckskin or {e1t hats

are covered with eagle, hawk and ow1
feathers or errnine skins. Here we show
a variety of feather coveritrg". Note on
the first photo that the forward part of the
crown is covered with eagle body rrdown'r
to completely cover the buckskin.
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Browbands are usually two to four lanes
of Lazy stitch beadwork. Today the Blackfeet are using applique style beadwork.

Another way

to make a bonnet cap

Photos courtesy of;
'Western Collection, Photo
by D.F. Barry, 2. Pat

t. Denver Public Library

Tearney, 3. Colin Taylor,
4. Ted Blackrnore,
5. Museum of the Amer.
Indian, Heye Foundation,
5. Pioneer Museum & Hagein Calleries , Calif .
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